We obtain a diagonal solution of the dual reflection equation for the elliptic A n−1 ͑1͒ solid-on-solid model. The isomorphism between the solutions of the reflection equation and its dual is studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional lattice spin models in statistical mechanics have traditionally been solved by imposing periodic boundary condition. The Yang-Baxter equation 1, 2 R 12 ͑u 1 − u 2 ͒R 13 ͑u 1 − u 3 ͒R 23 ͑u 2 − u 3 ͒ = R 23 ͑u 2 − u 3 ͒R 13 ͑u 1 − u 3 ͒R 12 ͑u 1 − u 2 ͒, ͑1.1͒ together with such boundary condition then leads to families of commuting row transfer matrices and hence solvability. 2 The work of Sklyanin 3 shows that, by using the reflection equation ( it is also possible to construct families of commuting double-row transfer matrices for vertex models with open boundary conditions. Then such a scheme has been generalized to face-type solid-on-solid (SOS) models. 5, 6 In order to construct the double-row transfer matrices, besides the RE, one needs the dual reflection equation whose explicit form is related with the crossing-unitarity relation of the R-matrix. 3, 7, 5, 6 For the Z n Belavin model, 8 the dual RE reads 6 R 12 ͑u 2 − u 1 ͒K 1 ͑u 1 ͒R 21 ͑− u 1 − u 2 − nw͒K 2 ͑u 2 ͒ = K 2 ͑u 2 ͒R 12 ͑− u 1 − u 2 − nw͒K 1 ͑u 1 ͒R 21 ͑u 2 − u 1 ͒,
͑1.3͒
where w is the crossing parameter of the R-matrix. Moreover, there exists a simple-form isomorphism between the solution of the RE (1.2) and that of its dual (1.3)
͑1.4͒
However, for integrable SOS models, due to the complicated crossing-unitarity relation of R-matrix (Boltzmann weight) (2.18), 9,10 the dual RE (3.2) contains the face-type parameters ͕ j ͖ in addition to the spectral parameter. A generalized isomorphism between the solutions to the RE and its dual for SOS models, if exists, is yet to be found. In this sense, the dual RE for the a)
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face-type models has got its own independent role in contrast with the vertex model. 
Among them the -function satisfies the following identity:
which will be useful in the following. [Our -function is the -function 1 ͑u͒. 13 It has the following relation with the Weierstrassian -function if denoted by w ͑u͒ : w ͑u͒ ϰ e 1u 2 ͑u͒, 1
in which E ij is the matrix with elements
Here we have set 
.
͑2.6͒
The R-matrix satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter Eq. (1.1) and the following unitarity and crossing-unitarity relations:
Crossing-unitarity:
where t i denotes the transposition in the ith space.
B. A n−1 "1… SOS R-matrix and face-vertex correspondence
Let ͕⑀ i ͉ i =1,2, ... ,n͖ be the orthonormal basis of the vector space C n such that
.. ,n −1͖ and the fundamental weights
there exists an irreducible highest weight finitedimensional representation V ⌳ of A n−1 with the highest vector ͉⌳͘. For example the fundamental vector representation is V ⌳ 1 .
Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of A n−1 and h* be its dual. A finite-dimensional diagonalizable h-module is a complex finite-dimensional vector space W with a weight decomposition W = h* W͓͔, so that h acts on W͓͔ by xv = ͑x͒v, ͑x h , v W͓͔͒. For example, the fundamental vector representation V ⌳ 1 = C n , the nonzero weight spaces W͓î͔
The coefficient functions are with unitarity relation
We adopt the notation:
The R-matrix satisfies the following crossing-unitarity relation
͑2.18͒
Let us introduce an intertwiner-a n-component column vector ,−ĵ ͑u͒ whose kth element is ,−ĵ ͑k͒ ͑u͒ = ͑k͒ ͑u + nw j ͒.
͑2.19͒
Using the intertwiner, the face-vertex correspondence can be written as 14 R 12
͑2.20͒
Then the Yang-Baxter equation of the Z n Belavin R-matrix R B ͑u͒ (1.1) is equivalent to the dynamical Yang-Baxter equation of the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS R-matrix R͑u , ͒ (2.14).
III. RE AND DUAL RE FOR A n−1 "1… SOS MODEL
In this section, using the intertwiner between the Z n Belavin R-matrix and that of the A n−1
͑1͒
SOS model, we construct the isomorphism between the solution of the RE for the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS model and that of its dual from the isomorphism (1.4).
A. RE and its dual for SOS model
The RE of the K-matrix K͑ ͉ u͒ for the face-type SOS model was given as follows:
5,12,16,17
The dual RE of the K-matrix K ͑ ͉ u͒ was written down by
͑3.2͒
where R ͑u , ͒ is defined in (2.16) for the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS model. The explicit expressions of R ͑u , ͒ for other types of SOS models were given in Ref. 6 . Because of the nontrivial dependence on the face-type parameters ͕ j ͖, the dual RE of SOS models should be treated separately in contrast with those of the vertex models. As in the Sklyanin scheme for the vertex models, one can construct families of commuting double-row transfer matrices for the SOS model with open boundary condition in terms of the K-matrices K͑ ͉ u͒ and K ͑ ͉ u͒. 
͑3.4͒
One can derive the "completeness" relations from the above conditions
͑3.6͒
and the following relation between the intertwiners and from their definitions (3.3) and (3.4):
Noting the fact ͗⑀ , ⑀ j ͘ =1/n and the definition of the intertwiner (2.19), one can derive the following relations: for ∀␣ C
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Using the isomorphism (1.4) between the solutions of the RE and the dual RE for the Z n Belavin R-matrix, the relations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.12), we have
where Ј C n is arbitrary and a crossing matrix M͑ , Ј ͉ u͒ j is defined by
͑3.15͒
Finally, we obtain Theorem 2: The solutions to the RE (3.1) and the dual (3.2) for the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS R-matrix have the following isomorphism:
͑3.16͒
where Ј C n is arbitrary. We remark that the crossing matrix (3.15) is generally nondiagonal. Hence, the corresponding K ͑ ͉ u͒ of the solution to the dual RE (3.2) obtained by the isomorphism (3.16) from the diagonal solution 11 to RE is generally nondiagonal, too, except for the case that a special choice of "moduli" parameter Ј is chosen as (4.5) (this special case will be clarified later in the next section). However, in order to diagonalize the corresponding double-row transfer matrices for the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS model by the algebraic Bethe ansatz method, one needs K͑ ͉ u͒ and K ͑ ͉ u͒ both diagonal. 18, 19 In the next section, we shall search for a diagonal K ͑ ͉ u͒.
IV. DIAGONAL SOLUTION OF THE DUAL RE FOR A n−1 "1… SOS MODEL
In this section we look for the diagonal solution to the dual RE (3.2) for the A n−1 ͑1͒ SOS model, namely, the K-matrix K ͑ ͉ u͒ of following form:
where ͕k͑ ͉ u͒ i ͖ are the functions of the face parameters ͕ j ͖ and the spectral parameter u. From directly solving the Eq. (3.2), we have Theorem 3: For where u − = u 1 Ј− u 2 Ј, u + = u 1 Ј+ u 2 Ј, u i Ј=−u i − nw/2, Ј = + ͑n −2͒ / nw. Equation (4.3) is a consequence of the identity (2.3). Then we complete our proof. Now we shall study the relation between our solution of the dual RE and the diagonal solution of RE which was given as follows:
